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HASEGAWA-Makisu is a revolu onary sushi mat that makes use of neither 
the tradi onal bamboo nor co on strings but advanced plas c and mono-
filaments.  It is not only hygienic but also easy to roll as a sushi mat.
  - Does NOT need any cling films.
  - Does not generate splinters or black mold, like those conven onal
     bamboo ones always do.
  - Monofilaments that deter contamina on are used for the binding strings.
  - Ingredients less likely to s ck to its embossed surfaces.
  - Easy to dry so that can be used right a er washing.
  - Yet as easy to roll as conven onal bamboo ones.

< Green > < Beige > < Blue >

A completely new, Hangiri (sushi rice mixing bowl), made 
from plas c.  The foam resin used in the interior retains 
heat and gives its lightweight and tough feature.   Unlike 
the conven onal ones, it will not have the problem of 
wood cracks and outer-ringed circumferences wearing off.  
                                                

Anti-
Bacterial

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

PAT. Design
PAT.

Anti-
Bacterial

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

PAT.P

On top of that, there is no worry
about wood waste and black mold 
forming from use.  When put to good
use, this new Hangiri will prove to be
a las ng and economical investment.

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.The actual products may differ slightly in color from these pictures.

W

L

This angle makes it 
stackable, and prevents 
contaminant buildup on 
the interior corner.

36 cm

48 cm

60 cm

72 cm

FHG-48

The interior foam resin is the source 
for heat reten on that is important 
during sushi-rice mixing.

Stackable

FMK Series

FHG Series

1

FMK-SB
< Blue S >

FMK-MG
< Green M >

FMK-LV
< Beige L >

Youtube Video

    FMK - S                   250 x 165     (10 x 6.5)           110   (0.23) 

   FMK - M                   250 x 240     (10 x 9.5)           160   (0.33) 

    FMK - L                   250 x 305     (10 x 12)           200   (0.42) 

100C (212F)
Green
Beige
Blue

Heatproof
& ColorsModel Name                 W x L    mm  (inch)                    g   (lbs)

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce. LE: Less Equal   GT: Greater Than

Model Name             D x H     mm  (inch)                kg  (lbs)             Referen al Qty of Rice

FHG - 36              360 x  95    (14.2 x 3.7)           1.1   (2.4)           LE 0.5 sho   (LE 5 cups)

FHG - 48              480 x 110   (18.9 x 4.3)           1.7   (3.7)           LE 1 sho    (LE 10 cups)

FHG - 60              600 x 140   (23.6 x 5.5)           3.3   (7.3)          1 ~ 2 sho   (10~20 cups)

FHG - 72              720 x 170   (28.3 x 6.6)          4.8  (10.6)          GT 2 sho    (GT 20 cups)

Heatproof

90C

(194F)

The best sushi mat ever that are super hygienic 
and less likely to s ck to rice!!

Unprecedented Hangiri that is Hygienic and Lightweight !!

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

EU FCM 
Regulation

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

EU FCM 
Regulation



The original, wave-like
pa erned structure,
mixes vinegars and

sushi rice well

Model Name

FSOG - 40          400 (15.7)       130        115      12.5       180 (0.40)

FSOG - 45          450 (17.7)       160        125      12.5       220 (0.49)
90C (194F)

Beige

L1
mm  (inch)

L2
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Weight
g  (lbs)

Applicable
Hangiri

FHG-48, 60

FHG-60, 72

Heatproof
& Color

2

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.

This plas c spatula is perfect for Hangiri works (Sushi Rice 
Mixing).  Made from plas c resin, it is less prone to rice 
s cking onto it; and the common problem of wood waste 
and black molds forming is no longer a concern.  The thin 
head of the spatula makes it lightweight, enables ease of 
handling and mixing the rice round the corner of the bowl.  
In addi on, the head comes with a wave-like, pa erned 
structure, that enables a good mix of the rice and the 
vinegar.

FSOG-40

Front Side

Rear Side

L1

L2

W

T

FSOG-45
FHG-60

FSOG-45

Anti-
Bacterial

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

Design
PAT. P.

FSOG Series

Specially Designed Spatula for Sushi Rice

Anti-
Bacterial

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.

The secret is an internal foam structure, which gives 
light weight and high heat retaining capacity. 
The surface is made from heat-resistant plas c which 
stands up to 80C / 176F. This material is also a key for 
its hygienic property. Unlike conven onal wooden Ohitsu, 
black mold or contamina on from wood chips won’t be 
an issue.  Plus, the surface material is stain-resistant and easy 
to clean due to light weight. (also bleach safe)
Your work will be much easier.

Proven Heat-Reten on Capacity & Our Assured Hygiene! 

Hasegawa Ohitsu shows 
higher capacity to keep heat! 

The internal 
foam structure 

EU FCM 
Regulation

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

Temparature Shi  of Hot Water

FHO-33

This flat edge makes it 
easier to put the lid aside

High heat-reten on capacity and hygiene 
have been the biggest concerns about Ohitsu 
(Sushi Rice Container) among sushi chefs. 
The HASEGAWA Ohitsu will be finally launched to 
solve these problems around wooden Ohitsu.

Model Name        Part              D x H   mm  (inch)                g  (lbs)         Referen al Qty of Rice

Body         300 x 135   (11.8 x 5.3)         900   (2.0)

  Lid           310 x 11.6   (12.2 x 0.5)        520   (1.1)

Body         330 x 165   (13.0 x 6.5)        1,170 (2.6)

  Lid           340 x 12.6  (13.4 x 0.5)         640   (1.4)

Body         360 x 250   (14.2 x 9.8)        1,880  (4.1)

  Lid           380 x 17.6  (15.0 x 0.7)         880   (1.9)

Heatproof

80C

(176F)

FHO - 30

FHO - 33

FHO - 36

1 sho   (10 cups)
or Less

1.5 sho (15 cups)
or Less

3 sho  (30 cups) 
or Less

FHO Series



Lightweight, Blade-Friendly Cu ng 
Mat.  Very convenient to place on top 
of a larger cu ng board for temporary 
cu ngs of various food ingredients.

- Registered on NSF.
- So  and Blade-Friendly material.
- Non-slippery surface allowing for delicate cuts.
- Not recommended for Heavy Chopping.

Heatproof
& ColorsModel Name Thickness

mm  (inch)
Weight
kg  (lbs)Size      mm  (inch)

FRM8 - 3423

FRM8 - 4123

FRM8 - 4626

FRM8 - 5025

FRM8 - 5030

FRM8 - 6030

8.0

(0.3)

340 x 230   (13.4 x 9.1)

410 x 230   (16.1 x 9.1)

460 x 260   (18.1 x 10.2)

500 x 250   (19.7 x 9.8)

500 x 300   (19.7 x 11.8)

600 x 300   (23.6 x 11.8)

0.6  (1.3)

0.7  (1.5)

0.9  (2.0)

0.9  (2.1)

1.1  (2.4)

1.3  (3.0)

70 C
(158 F)

Beige
NSF 

Anti-
Bacterial

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

Dishwasher
Not

Applicable

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.

The Anti-Bacterial property 
is not certified with 

FDA regulation in the U.S.A.

The Anti-Bacterial property is not certified
with FDA regulation in the U.S.A.

Like the FSR series, it has wood-core structure, that makes it lightweight 
and gives high-rigidity.  It is very easy to handle, hardly becomes warped 
or deformed, hence is applicable to high-temp washing.  
With its slightly harder surfaces than the FSR series, it has a stain-resistant 
property.   It can be used widely for general purposes, such as cu ng 
veggies, meats, fish, etc.

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

EU FCM 
Regulation

The Anti-Bacterial property is 
not certified with FDA 
regulation in the U.S.A.

EU FCM 
Regulation

FRM Series

NSF Lis ng

3 4

FSB20-6030

Simple, so  cu ng boards become 
deformed and bend easily.   HASEGAWA's 
cu ng board has the wooden core structure, 
that realizes high rigidity.  That’s why so  materials 
can be used on its surface. 

Blade -
Friendly

Wood core prevents bending!!

Youtube Video

        With weight 30% lighter than 
    conven onal solid plas c ones, it 
reduces the burden even when washing 
by hand.  In addi on, the 
danger caused from 
unexpected 
dropping can 
be reduced.

Reduced Weight
30% Lighter!

(than solid plastic ones.)

FSB Series

FSR20-6030

Wooden core prevents 
warping and bending from 
long-term use and high-temp washing.   Always stable, 
dish-washer safe, and 
shows sufficient rigidity 
              when bridging.

Eco - 
Friendly

                                    Made with wood core structure,  the 
                           amount of plas c material used is less 
                 than conven onal cu ng boards.  In addi on, 
the wood core makes use of wood wastes and other mill-
end materials, not newly deforested ones.

FSR Series  FSB20-5025

 FSB20-5030

 FSB20-6030

 FSB20-6035

 FSB25-8035

 FSB25-8040

 FSB25-9040

 FSB25-9045

FSB30-10040

FSB30-10045

FSB30-12040

FSB30-12045

20  (0.8)

25  (1.0)

30  (1.2)

 500 x 250   (19.7 x 9.8)

 500 x 300   (19.7 x 11.8)

 600 x 300   (23.6 x 11.8)

 600 x 350   (23.6 x 13.8)

 800 x 350   (31.5 x 13.8)

 800 x 400   (31.5 x 15.7)

 900 x 400   (35.4 x 15.7)

 900 x 450   (35.4 x 17.7)

1000 x 400  (39.4 x 15.7)

1000 x 450  (39.4 x 17.7)

1200 x 400  (47.2 x 15.7)

1200 x 450  (47.2 x 17.7)

 1.8  (4.0)

 2.0  (4.4)

 2.4  (5.3)

 2.9  (6.4)

 4.3  (9.5)

 4.9  (10.8)

 5.5  (12.1)

 6.3  (13.9)

 6.8  (15.0)

 7.6  (16.8)

 8.2  (18.1)

 9.2  (20.3)

Model Name kg  (lbs)Thickness
mm (inch) Size    mm (inch)

90 C
(194 F)

Brown

Heatproof
& Color

FRK Series

 FSR20-5025

 FSR20-5030

 FSR20-6030

 FSR20-6035

 FSR25-8035

 FSR25-8040

 FSR25-9040

 FSR25-9045

FSR30-10040

FSR30-10045

FSR30-12040

FSR30-12045

20  (0.8)

25  (1.0)

30  (1.2)

 500 x 250   (19.7 x 9.8)

 500 x 300   (19.7 x 11.8)

 600 x 300   (23.6 x 11.8)

 600 x 350   (23.6 x 13.8)

 800 x 350   (31.5 x 13.8)

 800 x 400   (31.5 x 15.7)

 900 x 400   (35.4 x 15.7)

 900 x 450   (35.4 x 17.7)

1000 x 400  (39.4 x 15.7)

1000 x 450  (39.4 x 17.7)

1200 x 400  (47.2 x 15.7)

1200 x 450  (47.2 x 17.7)

 1.8  (4.0)

 2.0  (4.4)

 2.4  (5.3)

 2.9  (6.4)

 4.3  (9.5)

 4.9  (10.8)

 5.5  (12.1)

 6.3  (13.9)

 6.8  (15.0)

 7.6  (16.8)

 8.2  (18.1)

 9.2  (20.3)

90 C
(194 F)

Beige

Model Name kg  (lbs)Thickness
mm (inch) Size    mm (inch) Heatproof

& Color

(Custom size available.  Max: 2,000 x 1,000mm)

FRM8-4626

Wood Core

Soft Surface

Soft Surface

Protective 
 Side Belt

Wood-Core Structure

Anti-
Bacterial

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

Anti-
Bacterial

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.

The HASEGAWA cu ng board comes with an internal wood core structure, 
hardly warps or deforms like the conven onal ones; and is very stable 

during use.  Professional-use cu ng boards are usually large in size 
and therefore very heavy, but the HASEGAWA cu ng board, 

with its wood core structure, is extremely lightweight. 
It is 30-50% lighter compared with the 
conven onal ones; does not deform 

and very easy to handle.

Wood-Core Cu ng Board that is good 
for General Use
Veggies, VeggiesVeggies Meats
Fish, etc.

Blade-Friendly Cu ng Mat that 
can be used on larger 
cu ng boards.

Wood-Core, So  Cu ng Board for Home-Use!
Enjoy the Professional Quality at Home!

Certified 
Anti-Bacterial

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

Certified 
Anti-Bacterial

The Home-Use Model of the FSR 
Series cu ng board.  The same 
wooden-core structure gives it 
the Lightness and Rigidity.   
It also comes with superior Blade 
Friendliness, making it the best 
cu ng board for cooking 
maniacs!

FRK20-3926

 FRK20-3620

 FRK20-4123

 FRK20-4626

 FRK20-3423

 FRK20-3926

 FRK20-4429

20 (0.8)

 360 x 200  (14.2 x 7.9)

 410 x 230  (16.1 x 9.1)

 460 x 260  (18.1 x 10.2)

 340 x 230  (13.4 x 9.1)

 390 x 260  (15.4 x 10.2)

 440 x 290  (17.3 x 11.4)

 1.0  (2.2)

 1.3  (2.9)

 1.6  (3.5)

 1.1  (2.4)

 1.4  (3.0)

 1.7  (3.7)

90 C
(194 F)

Beige

Model Name kg  (lbs)Thickness
mm (inch) Size    mm (inch) Heatproof

& Color

20 (0.8)

Dishwasher
SAFE

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

EU FCM 
Regulation

Anti-
Bacterial

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

Certified 
Anti-Bacterial
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< Mul -purpose use >

Versa le waterproof non-slip mats for mul purpose use.  
Can be placed underneath slippery items instead of using 
wet cloths.   Not only hygienic, but they are also flexible 
enough to be used for opening jars and other items that 
require a firm, solid grip.   These mats are designed with 
several benefits below.

- Even when wet, it does not lose its grip!
- Flexible, yet firm enough to stand on its own for easy 
   washing and drying.
- Can be cut into any size as desired.

These are tools that li  cu ng boards from a 
cooking table by placing underneath the cu ng 
boards.  Very hygienic as cu ng boards do not
come into direct contact with the cooking table.
- Not only maintaining cu ng board’s hygiene, 
  but also making the reverse side available instantly.
- The wet-proof grip mats are mounted to hold cu ng 
  boards in place.
- It also comes with some different heights to cater for ergonomic 
  comforts.   (It can vary among individuals.)
- The elevated posi on of cu ng boards enables be er efficiency 
  to produce delicate cu ngs.
- The space created below the cu ng board will thus allow ease 
  of placing any utensil, trays or plates for collec ng the finely cut 
  ingredients from the cu ng board.

Can be used like this! Wet cloth is NO good.

Stands upright for easy drying.

Sizes, colors and shape of surfaces may be changed without prior no ce.

Sizes, colors and shapes may be changed without prior no ce.

FLF150

FLF120 FLF90

FLF20

FLF45

FYS-6030

Knockdown Structure

Upper Grip: 
Designed to wash easily.

Lower Grip: Designed to grip on 
a cooking table even when wet.

FLF20 - 230
FLF20 - 300
FLF20 - 390
FLF45 - 230
FLF45 - 300
FLF45 - 390
FLF90 - 300
FLF90 - 390

FLF120 - 300
FLF120 - 390
FLF150 - 300
FLF150 - 390

230   (9.1)
300  (11.8)
390  (15.4)
230   (9.1)
300  (11.8)
390  (15.4)
300  (11.8)
390  (15.4)
300  (11.8)
390  (15.4)
300  (11.8)
390  (15.4)

35  (1.4)
35  (1.4)
35  (1.4)
50  (2.0)
50  (2.0)
50  (2.0)

120  (4.7)
120  (4.7)
120  (4.7)
120  (4.7)
120  (4.7)
120  (4.7)

100  (0.22)
120  (0.26)
160  (0.35)
340  (0.75)
440  (0.97)
540  (1.19)
700  (1.54)
800  (1.76)
900  (1.98)

1020  (2.25)
1100  (2.43)
1280  (2.82)

20  (0.8)

45  (1.8)

Model Name Height
mm  (inch)

Length
mm  (inch)

Width
mm  (inch)

Weight
g   (lbs)

Heatproof
 &  Color

85 C

(185 F)

Beige
90  (3.5)

120 (4.7)

150 (5.9)

For knife
sharpening stone

Model Name              Size         mm  (inch)               g   (lbs)

80 C
(176 F)

Blue

Heatproof
 &  Color

  FYS - S              200 x 125     (7.5 x 4.9)            70  (0.15)

  FYS - M              250 x 150     (9.8 x 5.9)          100  (0.22)

  FYS - L              300 x 200    (11.8 x 7.9)         160  (0.35)

  FYS - 2512            250 x 120     (9.8 x 4.7)            80  (0.18)

  FYS - 4020            400 x 200    (15.7 x 7.9)         210  (0.46)

  FYS - 5025            500 x 250    (19.7 x 9.8)         330  (0.73)

  FYS - 6030            600 x 300   (23.6 x 11.8)        470  (1.04)

FYS-2512

Anti-
Bacterial

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

Anti-
Bacterial

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

FYS Series

FLF Series

The best non-slip mat that 

Li  cu ng boards from 
a cooking table 
for sanita on

JP Food 
Sanit. Law

JP Food 
Sanit. Law



6

T

Thick & Tough Tip

Narrow Head
< FXON-120 >

Wide Head
< FXOW-120 >

Highly heat-resistant, tough and durable plas c
s rrer.   Unlike wooden ones, it is very hygienic 
and long-las ng.   Strong for breaking down pork 
bones, perfect for Ramen Soup!!

Sizes and colors may be changed without prior no ce.

Dishwasher
SAFE

Bleach
SAFE

Made In
JAPAN

FXO Series

FXON-120

L

W

L2

W2

T2T

Model Name

FXON - 90

FXON - 120

FXOW - 90

FXOW - 120

180C (356F)

Blue

L
mm  (inch)

L2
mm

W
mm

T
mm

Weight
g  (lbs)

Heatproof
& Color

W2
mm

T2
mm

 900  (35.4)        250         55        30        25         25        900  (1.98)

1200 (47.2)        300         55        30        30         30       1300 (2.87)

 900  (35.4)        250         90        30        15         25       1200 (2.65)

1200 (47.2)        300         90        30        15         30       1800 (3.97)

Head

Narrow

Wide

Size and color may be changed without prior no ce.

- Once stubborn dirt is removed with the Roughing side of the SCRAPER, 
   the cu ng board's surface can be made smooth using the Finishing side.  
   During this process, feathering or bad odors can also be removed totally, 
   and contamina on by foreign par cles can thus be prevented.
- With its patented technology, the abrasion papers hardly peel off before 
   they are consumed.
- No cleaning agent, but plain water is needed.  Once finished with scraping, 
   just wash the cu ng board with cleaning agents, as per normal.
- Stubborn dirt accumulated into the cu ng board a er long periods of 
   usage can not be erased easily.  Thus, scraping slightly on a weekly basis 
   before dirt starts to accumulate can keep the cu ng board clean and safe 
   for use for a long me.

Roughing Surface Finishing Surface

Youtube Video

CBS-115P

Made In
JAPAN

Design
PAT.

The Perfect Tool for maintenance 
of cu ng boards

Model Name               Size    mm  (inch)               g   (lbs)                  Core                     Color

CBS - 115P t30 x 50 x 115
(1.2 x 2.0 x 4.5)

18  (0.04)           PE Form               Pink

CBS Series

HASEGAWA's Cu ng Board SCRAPER has outstanding scraping power, and 
easily erases tough spots, yellowing, molds, grooves and feathering from 
the surface of your cu ng boards






